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A SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE 

LISTENING AND NOTETAKING 

 
 
You can think about 4 TIMES FASTER than a lecturer can speak.  Effective 
LISTENING requires the expenditure of energy; to compensate for the rate of 
presentation, you have to actively intend to listen.  NOTETAKING is one way to 
enhance listening, and using a systematic approach to taking and reviewing your 
notes can add immeasurably to understanding and remembering lecture content.   
 

� PURPOSE OF NOTE-TAKING 
� Aids in comprehension and retention of material. 
� Outlines important points given in the lecture. 
� Clarifies new ideas and concepts that are not familiar. 
� Serves as an additional source of review for tests and quizzes. 

 

� BEFORE CLASS 
� Review the previous lecture material and write down any questions that 

need to be answered before the teacher lectures on something new. 
� Skim relevant reading assignments to aquaint yourself with any new ideas, 

technical terms, etc. that are going to be presented in the next lecture.  The 
single most important thing you can do is to read or skim the text prior to 
attending the lecture. 

� Do what you can to improve physical and mental alertness (fatique, hunger; 
time of day, where you sit in the classroom may affect motivation). 

� Choose notebooks that will enhance your systematic notetaking: A separate 
notebook is recommended for each course. 

� INTEND TO LISTEN. 
 

� DURING CLASS 
� Notes for each lecture should begin on a new page and dated. 
� Pay attention to the speaker for verbal, postural, and visual clues to what is 

important (previews and summaries, material written on blackboard / visual 
aids, repetition, vocal emphasis, questions asked in class, word clues, etc.). 
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� Label important points and organizational clues: main points and examples.  
Always include formulas, rules, definitions, and generalizations. 

� When possible translate the lecture into your own words. 
� If you feel you do not take enough notes, divide your page into 5 sections 

and try to fill each part every ten minutes. 
� Ask questions if you do not understand. 
� If you miss something completely, leave a blank space and get it later. 
� Use margins for questions, comments, notes on unclear material, etc. 
� Listen carefully to information given at the end of class, since this is when 

a teacher usually summarizes main points and gives possible test questions.   
 

� AFTER CLASS 
� Go over your notes as soon as possible.  Immediate review is essential to 

retention.  Unless you review within 24 hours after a lecture, retention will 
drop sharply and you will be relearning rather than reviewing. 

� Clear up any questions raised by the lecture. 
� Fill in missing points or misunderstood terms from text or other sources. 
� Edit your notes, labeling main points, adding recall clues and questions. 

 
� PERIODICALLY 

� Review notes: Glance at recall clues and see how much you can remember. 
� Make up and answer possible test questions. 

 
 

Two methods for diagraming a page to effectively take notes: 
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